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COLOMBO: Sri Lanka has asked Russia to provide
fuel and resume tourist flights to help the country
weather its unprecedented economic crisis,
President Gotabaya Rajapaksa said Wednesday.
The island nation has suffered months of blackouts,
rampant inflation and critical shortages of food and
petrol after running out of foreign currency to
finance imports.

Rajapaksa said he had spoken with his Russian
counterpart Vladimir Putin to ask for supplies of
urgently needed fuel on loan and to “humbly”
request the resumption of flights between Moscow
and Colombo. “We unanimously agreed that
strengthening bilateral relations in sectors such as
tourism, trade & culture was paramount in reinforc-
ing the friendship our two nations share.”

Aeroflot suspended flights last month after a Sri
Lankan court briefly detained an Airbus belonging
to the state-owned airline’s fleet over a payment
dispute. The United States and European Union
have both imposed embargoes on Russian oil in
response to the country’s February invasion of
Ukraine. Sri Lanka had bought around 90,000 tons
of Siberian crude in May through an intermediary in
Dubai, but ran out of dollars to purchase more.

Russia and Ukraine were among the top sources
of tourists for Sri Lanka before February’s conflict
began. Sri Lanka is facing its worst economic
downturn since it gained independence from Britain
in 1948. The government defaulted on its $51 billion
foreign debt in April and is in bailout talks with the
International Monetary Fund. European nations,
Australia and the United States have asked their cit-
izens to avoid travelling to Sri Lanka because of the
deepening crisis. The country has almost entirely
run out of petrol and diesel, with non-essential gov-
ernment offices and schools ordered shut in an
effort to conserve limited supplies of fuel.

Meanwhile, as once relatively wealthy Sri Lanka
suffers a dire economic crisis with shortages of
everything from medicines to gas, people are
returning to cooking with firewood. The switch
began at the beginning of the year when more than
1,000 kitchens exploded across the country, killing
at least seven people and injuring hundreds more.

The reason was suppliers looking to cut costs and
increasing the proportion of propane, which raised
the pressure to dangerous levels.

But now, along with much else in the country of
22 million people, gas is either unavailable or too
expensive for most. Some tried to shift to kerosene
oil cookers, but the government did not have dollars
to import it along with petrol and diesel, which are
also in short supply. And those who bought electric
cookers were in for a rude shock when the govern-
ment imposed lengthy power blackouts as it ran out
of dollars to import fuel for generators.

Niluka Hapuarachchi, 41, was miraculously
unharmed when her gas range exploded soon after
cooking Sunday lunch in August. “Fortunately, no
one was there at the time. There were pieces of
glass all over the floor. The glass-top stove had
exploded. I will never use gas for cooking. It is not
safe. We are now on firewood,” she said, despite
moves to address the propane problem.

Roadside eatery owner M G Karunawathi, 67,
also switched to wood and said it was a choice
between closing her business or putting up with
smoke and soot. “We suffer (smoke inhalation) when
cooking with firewood, but we have no choice,”
Karunawathi told AFP. “It is also difficult to find fire-
wood and it is also becoming very expensive.”

Pain into 2023
Sri Lanka used to be a middle-income country,

with GDP per head comparable to the Philippines and
living standards the envy of neighboring India. But
with economic mismanagement and the crucial
tourism industry hammered by COVID-19, the nation
has run out of dollars needed to pay for most imports.
And the pain will likely continue for some time, with
Prime Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe in parliament
on Tuesday saying: “We will have to face difficulties in
2023 as well. “This is the truth. This is the reality.”

Unofficial inflation is now second only to
Zimbabwe, and the United Nations estimates about
80 percent of people skip meals because they can-
not afford food. Before the crisis, almost all house-
holds in Colombo could afford to use gas, but now
woodcutter Selliah Raja, 60, is doing a roaring

trade. “Earlier we had just one customer - a restau-
rant that had a wood-fired oven - but we now have
so many, we can’t meet the demand,” Raja told AFP.

He says his timber suppliers in the provinces
have doubled their prices because of the sharp rise
in demand and skyrocketing transport costs.
“Earlier, landowners paid us to uproot rubber trees
that are no longer productive,” lumberjack Sampath
Thushara told AFP in the tea-and-rubber-growing
southern village of Nehinna. “Today, we have to pay
to get these trees.”

Foraging for wood can also be dangerous in the
snake- and insect-infested forests. Last week, a
father of three died from wasp stings in central Sri
Lanka and four others were hospitalized. Demand is
also surging for alternative energy, and entrepre-

neur Riyad Ismail, 51, has seen sales light up for the
hi-tech firewood stove he invented in 2008. He has
attached a small battery-powered electric fan to
blow air into the barrel-shaped stove to ensure bet-
ter burning, thus reducing smoke and soot associat-
ed with traditional firewood burners.

His upmarket “Ezstove” and the mass-market
“Janalipa”, which uses coconut charcoal, promises a
minimum 60 percent savings compared with cooking
with gas. Both his stoves - which cost around $20 and
$50, respectively - have become big sellers with buy-
ers having to go on a waiting list. It has been so suc-
cessful, Ismail says, there are several copies on the
market. “You will see many renditions of my design...
other people are piggybacking (on the design),”
Ismail said while making chicken satay.  —AFP

Bankrupt Sri Lanka asks
Putin for fuel, tourists

Lankans return to cooking with firewood as economy burns

SpiceJet pulled
up after run of air
safety incidents
MUMBAI: Budget carrier SpiceJet may face legal
action after India’s aviation authority asked the
airline to explain why it had reported more than
half a dozen air safety incidents in the past two
months. The airline reported two separate inci-
dents on Tuesday, with one Dubai-bound aircraft
making an emergency landing in Pakistan after a
malfunctioning cockpit light. Another aircraft was
forced to make a priority landing in Mumbai on
the same day after its outer windshield devel-
oped a crack.

And a week earlier, another flight made an
emergency landing in New Delhi when a SpiceJet
plane’s cabin filled with smoke soon after take-off.
The airline said passengers were safely disem-
barked after all three incidents. But SpiceJet,
which holds nearly 10 percent of India’s domestic
market, had “failed to establish a safe, efficient
and reliable” service, said a Tuesday notice issued
by the Director General of Civil Aviation (DGCA).

The notice gave the airline three weeks to
show cause as to why it should not face legal
action, which under Indian regulations could
include fines or the grounding of aircraft. The
regulator said SpiceJet had also failed to pay ven-
dors and suppliers on time, which had led to
shortages of spare parts at the airline. “SpiceJet is
in receipt of the DGCA notice and wil l  be
responding within the specified time period,” a
spokesperson for the company told AFP on
Wednesday. “All our aircraft were audited a
month ago by the regulator and found to be safe,”
he added.

SpiceJet has reported at least eight opera-
tional incidents since May. Hundreds of passen-
gers were stranded in planes for hours that
month after an “attempted ransomware attack”
forced the delay and cancellation of flights. A
New Delhi-bound flight made an emergency
landing in the Indian city of Patna in June after a
bird struck an engine, which then caught fire.

In another incident, 17 people were injured
when a flight from Mumbai struck turbulence,
with three passengers treated in hospital. SpiceJet
operates a fleet of about 80 narrow-body aircraft,
more than half of which are Boeing 737 variants.
Shares in the carrier closed two percent higher in
Mumbai on Wednesday despite news of the regu-
lator’s show-cause notice.  —AFP

COLOMBO: In this picture taken on March 15, 2022, a man uses firewood to cook food at a restaurant. —AFP

Deliveroo presents
its rider safety kit 
for summer season
KUWAIT: As part of Deliveroo’s commitment to riders’
safety and satisfaction, Deliveroo is taking further steps
to advance its 2022 Summer Rider kits. Deliveroo is
supporting riders by providing specialized rider kits,
cooling vests & long-sleeve tees, bar muffs, phone
mounts, windshield visors, and more. “We are constantly
working to implement even more initiatives and
resources to ensure rider safety and protection year-
round,” said Seham AlHusaini, Deliveroo’s General
Manager. “We understand the challenges of the summer
season and our teams have been launching various ini-
tiatives in support of our riders to honor their wishes to
continue their work during the season - all while ensur-
ing their safety and satisfaction remain a top priority.”

Cooling Vests & Long-Sleeve Tees
Deliveroo provides its riders with specialized rider

kits made from highly breathable materials and pro-
tected with a UV-blocking, perspiration-wicking fab-

ric. The kits assist riders in staying cool in the heat
while also saving them from the sun with long sleeves
and a high collar. Riders are also provided with cooling
vests that lower body temperatures by up to 10
degrees Celsius.

Bar Muffs, Phone Mounts & Windshield Visors
Deliveroo has also distributed bar muffs to all riders

to protect their arms from the sun while driving, with
special windshield visors that reduce rider exposure to
the sun. The windshield visors also provide additional
protection from direct sunlight; in bright conditions,
the visors help riders maintain ample visibility on the
road. To protect riders’ mobile devices from overheat-
ing, Deliveroo has also provided phone mounts with a
protective UV film.

Rider Satisfaction First
A recent riders satisfaction survey indicated that

Deliveroo riders continue to express high levels of sat-
isfaction, with overall rider satisfaction scores at 88
percent, in line with global benchmarks. AlHusaini also
revealed that Deliveroo riders continue to express a
strong desire to work and earn during the summer. 

The award-winning food delivery service has previ-
ously added additional components to the riders’ sup-
port scheme, aiming to expand their efforts in various
areas, including regular communications on safety. At

Deliveroo, riders are constantly reminded of the safety
protocol to keep themselves and others on the road
safe from potential hazards and accidents. 

Deliveroo recently celebrated its third year of busi-
ness in the Kuwaiti market, delivering hundreds of
thousands of meals to hungry customers around the
country. Since its launch, Deliveroo has set itself apart
with its unbeatable customer service, and was recently
named the “Best Delivery App” by Service Hero, which
provides the region’s only consumer-powered cus-
tomer satisfaction index. With exclusive restaurant
partners, special offers and meal deals, Deliveroo is
always here to deliver.

Meet HUAWEI’s latest
entry-level phone with
longest battery life
KUWAIT: Years ago, when smartphones were still in
their evolving phase, entry-level smartphones used to
get a bad rap for being mediocre. But things have
changed for the better. Entry-level phones, like the
HUAWEI nova Y series, now often offer some solid
features that are mostly seen on flagship devices.
That’s why the release of HUAWEI nova Y70 got us
seriously excited. The phone comes with a 6000mAh
battery with 22.5W HUAWEI SuperCharge, a stunning
display, a great set of cameras and ample 128GB stor-
age space. The best part is that the HUAWEI nova Y70
lets you have all of these for a very attractive price.

1 Reliable battery for uninterrupted performance
The HUAWEI nova Y70 comes with a large

6000mAh battery that can power the phone for 3 days
on a single full charge. Moreover, the 22.5W HUAWEI
SuperCharge allows for fast, reliable charging. As a
result, you can get three hours of continuous video
playback on a ten-minute charge. This means you
won’t have to stop gaming or pause your shows for
long every time you charge up the phone.

2 Captivating 6.75-inch HUAWEI FullView Display
The large 6.75-inch HUAWEI FullView Display on

the HUAWEI nova Y70 is great for displaying content
in its full glory. The high screen to body ratio of 90.26

percent takes the visual experience up a notch. It
makes everything feel captivating and helps you focus
on the content. Moreover, the design of the display
itself is sleek and simple, with a narrow notch, to make
the most of your mobile screen.

3 Perfect phone for social media-worthy pictures
The cameras on the HUAWEI nova Y70 let to snap

the perfect selfies and excellent group pictures. The
AI Triple Camera on the phone is equipped with a
48MP High-res Main Camera, a 120∞ 5MP Ultra-
Wide Angle Camera and a 2MP Depth Camera. The
Main Camera brings in more light when taking pic-
tures, which results in better quality photos. The
Ultra-Wide Angle Camera allows you to fit more con-
tent into the frame so that you can easily fit your
entire group of friends or a wide landscape in a single
shot. The Depth Camera helps create the bokeh effect,
which blurs the background to keep the focus on the
subject of the photo.  

Even the 8MP front camera uses the bokeh effect
when taking selfies. Huawei’s self-developed AI
Beauty algorithm can apply a natural beautifying
effect to selfies to make them more stylish. The algo-
rithm tailors the 3D beautification effect according to
your age and gender to help make your skin look
flawless. It also helps improve the quality of the photo
by sharpening the image and reducing digital noise.
All of these features allow you to produce great selfies
to post and share on social platforms and keep those
memories of your adventures alive.

4 128GB of storage for loads of entertainment
In addition to the stable performance and immersive

visuals, HUAWEI nova Y70 users can rely on the

device to store all of their games and shows, thanks to
the 128GB of storage space. You won’t have to sacri-
fice any of your content to free up space. In case
128GB just doesn’t cover what you need, you can use a
MicroSD card to increase the storage capacity up to
512GB. That way, you won’t have to worry about delet-
ing old content and can keep downloading new ones.

As icing on the cake, the trusted, innovative, user-
friendly and secure AppGallery is available on the
HUAWEI nova Y70, where users can easily navigate,
explore, find and download a wide range of high-quality
apps. If you are looking for a smartphone that checks all
the boxes but doesn’t break the bank in 2022, then go for
the HUAWEI nova Y70. The phone combines so many
attractive features in a single device: super long battery
life with fast charging, large and immersive display,
impressive camera, and a boatload of storage space.

Twitter challenges
Indian orders to
block content
NEW DELHI: Twitter is challenging the Indian gov-
ernment’s orders to block content on its social media
site in court, local media reported Wednesday citing

legal documents. The suit is the latest showdown
between Twitter and Indian authorities, which have
been accused of muzzling criticism both on and
offline. In the case filed with a court in Bangalore, the
social media giant alleged that the basis on which
multiple accounts and content flagged by the govern-
ment was either “overbroad and arbitrary” and “dis-
proportionate”, the Indian Express daily reported.

The social media giant submitted to the
Karnataka state high court that the ministry had
failed to prove how some of the content it wanted

taken down violated IT rules, the newspaper quoted
sources as saying. Last week Twitter confirmed that
India had directed it to locally censor accounts and
dozens of posts, including some talking about
declining internet freedom in the world’s biggest
democracy.

Others were accounts operated by the Pakistani
government, sparking an angry response from
Islamabad. Twitter and the Indian government
declined to comment on the court case. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s Hindu nationalist govern-

ment has sought in recent years to have more con-
trol over content on social media in India, where
Twitter has over 20 million users.

Last year as India saw massive anti-government
protests by farmers, Twitter was ordered to take
down dozens of accounts for supporting the demon-
strations. But the US firm reinstated them, angering
the government. An Indian climate activist was also
arrested in Feb 2021 on sedition charges for helping
to edit a protest “tool kit” that was tweeted by Greta
Thunberg. —AFP


